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ABSTRACT 

 
Cloud computing is an advanced model for delivering information technology services in which resources are 

retrieved from the internet through web based tools and applications. The important challenges in cloud computing 

are security, resources allocation and resources provisioning. The important aim in resource provisioning is 

maximum performance in minimum time and reduce the amount of data transfer with minimum cost. When the  

workload of services increases rapidly, the Quality of Service(QoS) of the hosted application may degrade and the 

Service Level Objective(SLO) will be violated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. Cloud computing and storage solutions 

provide users and enterprises with various capabilities to store and process their data in third-party data centres. It is 

the practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on the Internet to store, manage and process data , rather 

than a local server or a personal computer[6]. 

Cloud computing is a general term for anything that involves delivering hosted services over the Internet. These 

services are broadly divided into three categories:  

1. Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 

2. Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) 

3. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 

A cloud deployment model represents a specific type of cloud environment, primarily distinguished by ownership, 

size, and access. There are four common cloud deployment models:[7] 

1. Public Cloud 

2. Private Cloud 

3. Hybrid Cloud  

4. Community Cloud 
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Cloud computing is a large-scale distributed computing paradigm in which a pool of computing resources is 

available to users (called cloud consumers) via the Internet. Computing resources, e.g., processing power, storage, 

software, and network bandwidth, are represented to cloud consumers as the accessible public utility services. 

Infrastructure- as-a-Service (IaaS) is a computational service model widely applied in the cloud computing paradigm 

[2]. 

Elasticity has now become the elemental feature of cloud computing as it enables the ability to dynamically add or 

remove virtual machine instances when workload changes. However, effective virtualized resource management is 

still one of the most challenging tasks. When the workload of a service increases rapidly, existing approaches cannot 

respond to the growing performance requirement efficiently because of either inaccuracy of adaptation decisions or 

the slow process of adjustments, both of which may result in insufficient resource provisioning [4].Cloud computing 

has experienced a rapid development and gained a huge success in the past ten years. A large number of commercial 

cloud service providers(CSPs) begin to deliver various public cloud  computing services. More and more enterprises 

and organization build their own cloud computing infrastructure or resort to hybrid cloud. Efficient  resource 

management not only enhances the quality of service, but also reduces resources consumption. The growing 

challenge is how to efficiently provision resources to meet the requirement of quality of service (QoS).Resource 

provision is the most fundamental issue of cloud computing service deployment [9]. 

 

II. RESOURCE PROVISIONING 

 
In cloud computing, a resource provisioning mechanism is required to supply cloud consumers a set of computing 

resources for processing the jobs and storing the data. Cloud providers can offer cloud consumers two resource 

provisioning plans, namely short-term on-demand and long-term reservation plans. Efficient resource provision 

which can guarantee the satisfactory cloud computing services to the end user, lays the foundation for the success of 

commercial competition [9].Resource provisioning is the allocation of a cloud provider's resources to  a 

customer. When a cloud provider accepts a request from a customer, it must create the appropriate number of virtual 

machines (VMs) and allocate resources to support them.  

The process is conducted in several different ways: 

 Advance provisioning : With advance provisioning, the customer contracts with the provider for services 

and the provider prepares the appropriate resources in advance of start of service. The customer is charged 

a flat fee or is billed on a monthly basis. 

 Dynamic provisioning : With dynamic provisioning, the provider allocates more resources as they are 

needed and removes them when they are not. The customer is billed on a pay-per-use basis. When dynamic 

provisioning is used to create a hybrid cloud, it is sometimes referred to as cloud bursting.  

 User self-provisioning :With user self-provisioning (also known as cloud self-service), the customer 

purchases resources from the cloud provider through a web form, creating a customer account and paying 

for resources with a credit card. The provider's resources are available for customer use within hours, if not 

minutes [8].  

 

III. VARIOUS RESOURCE PROVISIONING TECHNIQUES 

 

A. Particle Swarm Optimization(PSO) algorithm and Simulated Annealing(SA) algorithm 

 

Marwah Hashim Eawna et al., 2015[1] propose dynamic resources provisioning in multi-tier application by using 

meta-heuristic technique such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm, Simulated Annealing (SA) 

algorithm and hybrid algorithm that combine Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Simulated Annealing (SA). In 

PSO algorithm, there is calculated average computation cost of all tasks on all the compute resources. There is used 

PSO as a local searching select local best position (Lbest) and global searching to select global best position (Gbest). 
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To improve optimal performance of PSO, Gbest can be searched by SA after every iteration of particle swarm, 

whose result can be taken as new Gbest of PSO system.   

The resource provisioning based on PSO-SA algorithm in multi-tier application is much faster than resource 

provisioning in multi-tier application based on PSO algorithm and SA algorithm, that is beneficial in the 

development of cloud computing. 

 

B. Optimal Cloud Resource Provisioning(OCRP) algorithm 

 

Sivadon Chaisiri et al.,2012[2] has proposed the optimal cloud  resource provisioning algorithm  for the virtual 

machine management. The optimization formulation of stochastic integer programming is proposed to obtain the 

decision of the OCRP algorithm as such the total cost of resource provisioning in cloud computing environments is 

minimized. The optimal solution obtained from OCRP is obtained by formulating and solving stochastic integer 

programming with multistage resource. 

 

C. Variable size bin packing greedy algorithm, GA algorithm 

 

Alok Gautam Kumbhare et al., 2015[3]  has developed the concept of “ dynamic dataflows” which utilize alternate 

tasks as additional control over the dataflow’s cost and QoS. They formalize an optimization problem to represent 

deployment and runtime resource provisioning that allows to balance the application’s QoS, value, and the resource 

cost. They proposed two greedy heuristics, centralized and sharded, based on the variable-sized bin packing 

algorithm and compare against a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based heuristic that gives a near-optimal solution. A 

large-scale simulation study, using the linear road benchmark and VM performance traces from the AWS public 

cloud, shows that while GA-based heuristic provides a better quality schedule, the greedy heuristics are more 

practical, and can intelligently utilize cloud elasticity to mitigate the effect of variability, both in input data rates and 

cloud resource performance, to meet the QoS of fast data applications.  

 

D. SPRNT strategy 

 

Jinzhao Liu et al., 2015[4] introduce SPRNT, a novel resource management framework, to ensure high-level QoS in 

the cloud computing system. SPRNT utilizes an aggressive resource provisioning strategy which encourages 

SPRNT to substantially increase the resource allocation in each adaptation cycle when workload increases. This 

strategy first provisions resources which are possibly more than actual demands, and then reduces the over-

provisioned resources if needed. By applying the aggressive strategy, SPRNT can satisfy the increasing performance 

requirement in the first place so that the QoS can be kept at a high level. The experimental results show that SPRNT 

achieves up to 7.7* speedup in adaptation time, compared with existing efforts. By enabling quick adaptation, 

SPRNT limits the SLO violation rate up to 1.3 % even when dealing with rapidly increasing workload. 

 

E.  Dynamical Request Redirection and Resource Provisioning(DYRECEIVE) method 

 

As user demands are difficult to predict and the prices of the VMs vary in different time and region, optimizing the 

number of VMs of each type rented from datacenters located in different regions in a given time frame becomes 

essential to achieve cost effectiveness for VSPs. It is equally important to guarantee users’ Quality of Experience 
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(QoE) with rented VMs. Wenhua Xiao et al., 2016[5]  give a systematic method called Dynamical Request 

Redirection and Resource Provisioning (DYRECEIVE) to address this problem. They formulate the problem as a 

stochastic optimization problem and design a Lyapunov optimization framework based online algorithm to solve it. 

This method is able to minimize the long-term time average cost of renting cloud resources while maintaining the 

user QoE. 

 

IV. COMPARISON TABLE 

Sr. No.  Title of Paper Methodology Used Advantages Disadvantages 

1. Hybrid Algorithm for 

Resource Provisioning 

of Multi-tier Cloud 

Computing  

PSO-SA algorithm Hybrid (PSO-SA) 

algorithm takes 

less average 

execution time. 

Hybrid (PSO-SA) algorithm 

can not calculate optimal cost 

and memory storage. 

2. Optimization of 

Resource Provisioning 

Cost in Cloud 

Computing  

OCRP algorithm Optimal cost of 

resources is 

obtained.  

The performance ratio goes 

low with increasing the 

workload. 

3. Reactive Resource 

Provisioning Heuristics 

for Dynamic Dataflows    

on Cloud Infrastructure 

Variable size bin 

packing greedy 

algorithm, GA 

algorithm 

GA algorithm 

gives near-

optimal solution. 

There is not achieved fair 

throughput. 

4. Aggressive Resource 

Provisioning for 

Ensuring QoS in 

Virtualized 

Environments  

SPRNT strategy Using aggressive 

provisioning 

strategy, the 

rapidly  increasing 

workload is 

efficiently 

provided 

resources.  

There may be occur wastage of 

overprovisioning resources.  

5. Dynamic Request 

Redirection and 

Resource Provisioning 

for Cloud-Based Video 

Services Heterogeneous 

Environment 

DYRECEIVE 

method 

Lyapunov 

techniques gives 

optimum cost  for 

the resources. 

It is not accounting resource 

utilization, storage  cost and 

VM migration cost. 
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Table -1 : Comparison of Resource Provisioning Techniques 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, a survey of  the resource provision algorithms is done in the latest years from a point view of top-to-

down, which just reflects the sequence of service deployment and network design.  Objectives of these algorithms 

are further outlined from the business success perspective, e.g., cost, service quality and utility. There is  focused  

primarily  on the techniques used in algorithms design. 

As user demands are difficult to predict and the prices of the resources vary in different time and region, optimizing 

the number of resources of each type rented from datacenters located in different regions in a given time frame 

becomes essential to achieve cost effectiveness for CSPs. It is necessary to find the algorithm to provision resources 

dynamically with fulfilling QoS efficiently. 
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